
                                 Volunteer Role Description 
Community Links Volunteer 

                                                                                       
 
About The Knoll Gardens Foundation 
Knoll Gardens has championed the naturalistic style of gardening for many years, 
believing it to be beneficial to wildlife and environmentally friendly, as well as being 
beneficial to gardeners by providing a low maintenance route to a beautiful garden.  
 
Our charity, the Knoll Gardens Foundation, has taken up the message behind this 
gardening style, with the aim to help gardeners across the UK create stunning gardens 
that also succeed in being friendly to wildlife. The Foundation will help us both prove and 
improve our methods, and share them with gardeners across the country to the benefit 
of the wider environment. 
 

What is a Community Links Volunteer? 
Through the surveys and activities of the Foundation and the ongoing projects and 
management of the garden, the Knoll Gardens Foundation is creating an impressive 
knowledge-bank based on its gardening style, its attendant wildlife and increasingly how 
the two can interact. Tasked with making this knowledge available to a wider audience 
the Foundation is now looking to create and further develop existing links with local 
communities and organisations through attendance at local centres, events and other 
suitable locations.. 

 
Why we want you 
Do you have an interest in local communities and enjoy attending events and meeting 
new people? Are you passionate about gardening, our environment and enjoy sharing 
your passion? Do you have the time to spare and want to make a difference? If so, we 
would love to hear from you.  

 
What's involved? 

� Attending local community shows and events with the Foundation message; 
� Engaging with people at local gardens or other appropriate centres; 
� Locating venues suitable for a Foundation presence at above events; 

� Managing an informative pop-up style display stand. 
  

What's in it for you? 
As well as making a difference to a local, nationally recognised Garden in beautiful 
surroundings, this is a great opportunity to meet people from a wide variety of 
backgrounds and to work as part of a small friendly team. 
 



You will learn a lot about the way we garden, absorbing at first-hand the techniques we 
teach in our masterclasses, which are part of day-to-day life here at Knoll.  

This role would suit people who... are friendly, outgoing, reliable and able to get on 
well with a wide range of people, have good communication and interpersonal skills and 
an interest in and understanding of successful social media and websites. Horticultural 
or conservation knowledge is ideal but not essential.  
 

 

Extra Information 
 
Your base  Knoll Gardens, Hampreston, Wimborne, BH21 7ND (see notes) 
 
When   Year round but with emphasis on February to December 
 
Time commitment Flexible, but sufficient to fulfil the purpose of the role 
 
Staff contact  Neil Lucas 
 
Notes   Due to the nature of the role regular attendance on site is not                            
                         essential. 
                                    Appropriate induction will be provided.  
   You will be covered by the Knoll Gardens insurance and health &  
   safety requirements when on site. 
 

 

For more information contact 
 
Neil Lucas 
Email: foundation@knollgardens.co.uk 
Tel: 01202 873931 

 
 

This role is purely voluntary and as such this arrangement is not meant to 
be legally binding or an employment contract. 

 


